Is the philosophy of science a socially engaged discipline?

1. April 14: Science & Values

Q: Does objectivity require value-freedom?


+ Martin Kusch's and Alexander Reutlinger's discussion "Values in Science":
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9L7DZK7oBTc

keywords: facts and values, value-freedom, contextual empiricism

2. April 28: Science & Decision-making

Q: What is the role of scientists in decision-making?


keywords: inductive risk

3. May 10: Science & Democracy

Q: Does science require democracy?


keywords: well-ordered science

4. May 19: ***Maria Kronfeldner's talk on academic freedom*** (Zoom, 1pm CET)


  https://doi.org/10.1007/s13194-021-00373-6
5. **May 26: Science & Society**

Q: Does scientific progress require freedom from social responsibility?


+ Heather Douglas’ and Maria Kronfeldner’s discussion “Exploring the Space of Scientific Freedom and Responsibility”: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77RjQfuVcjk&t=1683s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77RjQfuVcjk&t=1683s)

keywords: scientific progress, scientific freedom, social responsibility

6. **June 9: Philosophy of Science & Climate Crisis**

Q: What is the role of philosophy of science in understanding real-life issues?


+ Martin Kusch’s TED talk “Scientific Expertise in the Age of Post-Truth”: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHa4QLmu8Dg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHa4QLmu8Dg)

keywords: facts and values, epistemically detrimental dissent

7. **June 23: Philosophy of Science & Social Engagement**

Q: Is philosophy of science an engaged discipline?


keywords: methodology, engaged philosophy